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1. LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
DEAR PARTICIPANTS,
AS THE SECRETARY – GENERAL RESPONSIBLE FOR
2ND EDITION OF SIRRI YIRCALI ANATOLIAN HIGH
SCHOOL MODEL UNITED NATIONS WHICH WILL BE
HELD ON 21-23 OCTOBER, IT IS MY UTMOST HONOR
TO WELCOME YOU ALL IN THE NAME OF MY
ACADEMIC AND ORGANIZATION TEAM.
DURING THE THREE DAYS OF SYALMUN22,
DELEGATES WILL BE TRYING TO CREATE A BETTER
WORLD BY SIMULATING ALL KINDS OF GLOBAL
ISSUES. IN THIS EDITION OF SYALMUN, WE HAVE 9
COMMITTEES : UNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL
(UNSC), SOCIAL HUMANITARIAN AND CULTURAL
(SOCHUM), DISARMAMENT AND INTERNATIONAL
SECURITY COMMITTEE (DISEC), THE LEGAL
COMMITTEE (LEGAL), ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
COUNCIL (ECOSOC), UNITED NATIONS HIGH
COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES(UNHCR),
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL POLICE ORGANIZATION
(INTERPOL), UNITED NATIONS OFFICE ON DRUGS
AND CRIME (UNODC) AND JCC(JOINT CRISIS
COMMITTEE) WILL TAKE PLACE IN OUR
CONFERENCE.
I HIGHLY RECOMMEND EVERYONE TO READ RULES
OF PROCEDURE AND HAVE A GREAT CHANCE TO
ATTEND THIS MARVELOUS CONFERENCE. I CAN
ENSURE YOU THAT THIS CONFERENCE WILL ENABLE
YOU TO GAIN LOTS OF EXPERIENCE. DON’T MISS THE
CHANCE.
IN THIS LIGHT OF AIMS, I WOULD LIKE TO DELIVER
MY GRATITUDE TO MY LOVELY ACADEMIC AND
ORGANIZATION TEAM FOR THEIR GREATEST EFFORT
AND PASSION THROUGHOUT THE PROCESS OF
GETTING READY FOR THIS CONFERENCE. IN
ADDITION, I WOULD LIKE TO THANK ‘GOLDEN TRIO’ ,
A NICKNAME FOR ME, DIRECTOR-GENERAL DILARA
ÇETIN AND CONFERENCE MANAGER ADA SURAT FOR
BEING WITH ME ALL THE TIME.
LAST BUT NOT LEAST, I WOULD LIKE TO REMIND
EVERYONE THAT #PERFECTIONISBACKINTOWN!
İLAYDA BAŞARAN



Summary 

The Seven Years' War (1756-1763) was a global conflict involving major European powers 

and many minor ones, as well as those in Asia and America. The most powerful belligerents 

of each rival alliance were Britain and France, each seeking world hegemony at the expense 

of the other. Along with Spain, France fought Great Britain both in Europe and abroad, with 

land forces and naval forces, while Britain's ally, Prussia, sought to expand its territory and 

strengthen its power in Europe.North America and the West. Long-running colonial rivalries 

between Great Britain, France, and Spain in the Indies were fought on a large scale with grave 

consequences. In Europe, the conflict arose out of the unresolved issues of the War of 

Austrian Succession (1740-1748). Prussia sought greater influence in the German states, 

while Austria wanted to recapture Silesia, which Prussia had conquered in the previous war, 

and curb Prussian influence. 

 

In the reorganization of traditional alliances known as the Diplomatic Revolution of 1756, 

Prussia became part of a British-led coalition that included Prussia's long-time rival Hanover 

and then Britain. I was in a personal alliance. At the same time, Austria, along with Saxony, 

Sweden, and Russia, allied with France, ending the centuries-old rivalry between the 

Bourbons and the Habsburgs. Spain formally allied with France in her 1762. Spain 

unsuccessfully attempted to invade Britain's ally, Portugal, and attacked the British forces in 

Iberia with opposing forces. Smaller German states participated in the Seven Years' War or 

provided mercenaries to the parties to the conflict. 

 

The Anglo-French conflict over the colonies of North America began in 1754 and became 

known in the United States as the French and Indian War (1754–63), setting the stage for the 

Seven Years' War and ending France's existence. As the land power of the octopus continent. 

It was "the most important event in 18th-century North America" before the American 

Revolutionary War. Spain entered the war in her 1761, allied with France in the Third Family 

Pact between the two Bourbon monarchs. An alliance with France was a disaster for Spain as 

Britain lost her two main ports of Havana in the West Indies and Manila in the Philippines. 

These ports were returned in her 1763 Treaty of Paris between France, Spain and England. 

In Europe, a major conflict ensued that attracted most European powers, centered around 

Austria's desire to reconquer Silesia from Prussia (long the political center of the German 

state's Holy Roman Empire). The Treaty of Hubertusburg ended the war between Saxony, 

Austria and Prussia in 1763. Britain began its rise to become the world's dominant colonial 

and maritime power. French dominance in Europe ceased until after the French Revolution 

and the advent of Napoleon Bonaparte. Prussia established her superpower status and 

demanded Austrian dominance within Germany, thereby changing the balance of power in 

Europe. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Background 

North America 

Map of British and 

French settlements in 

North America in 

1750 before the 

French and Indian 

War (1754-1763), 

which was part of the 

Seven Years' War 

1750 In the 1970s, the boundaries between British and French territories in North America 

were largely undefined. France has long claimed sovereignty over the entire Mississippi 

Valley. This was denied by the British. In the early 1750s, the French began building a series 

of forts along the Ohio River Valley to assert their claim and protect their Native American 

inhabitants from increasing British influence. 

 

English colonists along the coast were angered by the approach of French forces to the 

colony's western borders. They felt that the French would encourage their tribal allies among 

the Native Americans to attack them. In addition, British settlers wanted access to the fertile 

lands of the Ohio River Valley for new settlers who flocked to the British colony in search of 

farmland. 

 

The planned French major fort was to be located at "The Forks," where the Allegheny and 

Monongahela rivers meet to form the Ohio River (now Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania). A peaceful 

attempt by the British to stop the construction of the fort failed, and the French continued 

construction of a fort they named Fort Duquesne. British colonial militia from Virginia, 

escorted by Chief Tanacharison and a handful of Mingo warriors, were sent to drive them out. 

Led by George Washington, they ambushed a small French force at Jumonville Glen on May 

28, 1754, killing ten, including Commander Jumonville. The French retaliated by attacking 

Washington at Fort Necessity on July 3, 1754, forcing Washington to surrender. These were 

the first battles of the worldwide Seven Years' War. 

 

The news reached Europe, where Britain and France failed to negotiate a solution. Both 

countries eventually sent regular forces to North America to strengthen their claims. The first 

British action was an attack on Acadia at the Battle of Fort Beausejour on 16 June 1755, 

shortly after which the Acadians were expelled. In July, British Major General Edward 



Braddock led an expedition to recapture Fort Duquesne with about 2,000 troops and state 

militia, but the expedition ended in a devastating defeat. On 8 June 1755 Admiral Her Edward 

Her Boscawen opened fire on the French ship Alcide and captured Alcide and her two 

warships. In September 1755, British colonial and French forces clashed inconclusively at the 

Battle of Lake George. 

 

Britain also harassed French ships from her August 1755, seizing hundreds of ships and 

capturing thousands of merchant sailors, but the two countries were nominally at peace. 

Enraged, France prepared to attack Hanover, the elector who was also king of England and 

Minorca. Britain signed a treaty in which Prussia agreed to protect Hanover. In response, 

France made an alliance with its longtime enemy Austria, resulting in an event known as the 

Diplomatic Revolution. 

 

in Europe In the War of the Austrian Succession, which lasted from 1740 to his 1748, the 

Prussian King Frederick II, known as Frederick the Great, conquered the flourishing Austrian 

province of Silesia. Empress Maria Her Theresia of Austria signed the Treaty of Chapelle in 

1748 to buy time to rebuild her army and forge new alliances. 

The War of the Austrian Succession put the belligerents in a good position. France's 

traditional enemies, England and Austria, united as did Louis XIV. Germany's main anti-

Austrian state, Prussia, was backed by France. However, neither group found reason to be 

content with their partnership: British subsidies to Austria did not bring Britain much help. 

reached an agreement with Austria in defiance of Nevertheless, France entered into a 

defensive alliance with Prussia in 1747, and the Duke of Newcastle, who was British 

Secretary of State in the cabinet of his brother Henry Pelham, declared it essential to maintain 

the Anglo-Austrian alliance after 1748. I felt The collapse of this regime and the 

reconciliation between France and Austria and between Britain and Prussia constituted the so-

called "diplomatic revolution" or "reversal of the alliance". 

 

Austria militarily prepared for war with Prussia in her 1756 year and sought an alliance with 

Russia for this purpose. On June 2, 1756, Austria and Russia formed a defensive alliance to 

defend their territories and Poland against Prussian and Ottoman attack. They also agreed on a 

secret clause promising the return of Silesia and Graz County (now Graz, Poland) to Austria 

in the event of hostilities with Prussia. Their real desire, however, was to destroy Frederick's 

power altogether, reducing his sway to his electorate of Brandenburg and giving East Prussia 

to Poland, an exchange that would be accompanied by the cession of the Polish Duchy of 

Courland to Russia. Alexey Bestuzhev-Ryumin, grand chancellor of Russia under Empress 

Elizabeth, was hostile to both France and Prussia, but he could not persuade Austrian 

statesman Wenzel Anton von Kaunitz to commit to offensive designs against Prussia so long 

as Prussia was able to rely on French support. 

 

 



Europe in the years after the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748 

 

The Hanoverian King George II of Great 

Britain was passionately devoted to his 

family's continental holdings, but his 

commitments in Germany were 

counterbalanced by the demands of the 

British colonies overseas. If war against 

France for colonial expansion was to be 

resumed, then Hanover had to be secured 

against Franco-Prussian attack. France 

was very much interested in colonial 

expansion and was willing to exploit the 

vulnerability of Hanover in war against 

Great Britain, but it had no desire to divert forces to Central Europe for Prussia's interest 

French politics was also complicated by the existence of the Secret du Roi, a system of civil 

diplomacy instituted by Louis XV. manipulated. Unbeknownst to the Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, Louis had established a network of agents throughout Europe with the aim of 

pursuing personal political objectives that often conflicted with France's publicly expressed 

policies. The goals of Louis of the Secret du Roy included the maintenance of his relative 

Louis-François de Bourbon, the Polish crown of the Duke of Conti, and Poland, Sweden, and 

Turkey as allies of France to the interests of Russia and Austria. was included. 

 

Frederick saw West Prussia in Saxony and Poland as potential areas for expansion, but he 

could not count on French support if he launched a war of aggression on their behalf. did. If 

he joined France fighting Britain in the hope of annexing Hanover, he could fall victim to an 

Austrian-Russian attack. The hereditary Elector of Saxony, Augustus III, was Augustus III. 

He was also the elected king of Poland, but the two territories were physically separated by 

Brandenburg and Silesia. None of the nations could establish themselves as great powers. 

Saxony was just a buffer zone between Prussia and Austrian Bohemia, and Poland fell victim 

to pro-French and pro-Russian factions, even though it was united with the old lands of 

Lithuania. The Prussian plan to compensate Frederick Augustus in Bohemia in exchange for 

Saxony clearly implied further Austrian plunder. 

 

In an attempt to please the Austrians of the time, the Englishmen of Hanover cast their 

electoral votes to make Mary her Theresa's son Joseph his II as Holy Roman Emperor, 

discouraging Friedrich and Prussia. rice field. Not only that, Britain was soon to join the 

Austrian-Russian alliance, but complications arose. Britain's basic framework for the alliance 

itself was to protect Hanover's interests against France. At the same time, Kaunitz continued 

to approach France in hopes of forming an alliance with Austria. Moreover, France had no 

intention of forming an alliance with Russia, which had interfered in French affairs many 

years earlier during the War of the Austrian Succession. France also saw the dissolution of 

Prussia as a threat to the stability of Central Europe. 



Years later, Kaunitz made numerous attempts to justify France's alliance with Austria. He did 

his best to avoid Austria's involvement in Hanover's political affairs, and was willing to trade 

Austria's Holland in exchange for French assistance in recapturing Silesia. Frustrated by this 

decision and the Dutch Republic's insistence on neutrality, the British quickly turned to 

Russia. On September 30, 1755, Britain promised Russia financial aid so that it could station 

her 50,000 troops on the Livonian-Lithuanian border and immediately defend British interests 

in Hanover. Beskhzev gladly complied with the British request, assuming that the 

preparations were directed against Prussia. Unbeknownst to the other powers, George II also 

attempted to make peace with the Prussian King Frederick, who wanted peace with England 

out of fear of Austrian and Russian intentions. On January 16, 1756, the Treaty of 

Westminster was signed, in which England and Prussia promised to help each other. Both 

parties wanted lasting peace and stability in Europe. 

Pact proved equally devastating to other European powers. The result was complete chaos. 

Empress Elizabeth of Russia was furious at the duality of her British position. Not only that, 

France was furious and appalled at the sudden betrayal of its only ally, Prussia. Austria, 

especially Kaunitz, made the most of this situation. France, now isolated, was forced to join 

the Austrian-Russian alliance. Then, on May 1, 1756, the First Treaty of Versailles was 

signed, in which the two countries promised to protect each other her 24,000 men in case of 

attack. This diplomatic revolution proved to be an important cause of war. Although both 

treaties were ostensibly defensive in nature, the actions of both coalitions made war virtually 

inevitable. 

Methods and Techniques 

More Information: Early Modern Warfare 

Early modern European warfare was characterized by the widespread adoption of firearms 

combined with more traditional edged weapons. European armies in the 18th century were 

built around large units of infantry armed with smoothbore flintlock muskets and bayonets. 

Cavalrymen were armed with sabers and pistols or carbines. Light cavalry was used primarily 

for reconnaissance, screening, and tactical communications, while heavy cavalry was used as 

a tactical reserve and used for shock attacks. Smoothbore guns provided fire support and 

played a leading role in the siege. Strategic warfare during this period focused on controlling 

important fortifications placed to command surrounding areas and roads, and prolonged siege 

warfare was a common feature of armed conflict. Decisive field battles were relatively rare. 

 

The Seven Years' War, like most European wars of the eighteenth century, was waged as a so-

called cabinet war, in which disciplined regular armies were equipped and supplied by the 

state to wage war in the interests of the sovereign. I was. Occupied enemy territory was 

regularly taxed and extorted for funds, but large-scale atrocities against civilians were rare 

compared to the conflicts of the last century. Military logistics were a determining factor in 

many wars, as foraging and looting alone could no longer sustain long-term campaigns. 

Military supplies were stored in centralized magazines and distributed by baggage trains, 

which were highly vulnerable to enemy raids. The Army was usually unable to sustain combat 

operations during the winter and usually set up winter quarters during the cold season to 

resume operations when spring returned. 



Strategy 

 

Colleen's Prussian Lifeguard Battalion of 1757 

 

 

For most of the 18th 

century, France 

approached war in the 

same way. Allow the 

colony to defend itself or 

provide minimal support 

(sending a limited 

number of troops or 

inexperienced soldiers) 

in the hope that the battle 

for the colony would 

likely be lost anyway ). This strategy was to some extent imposed on France. The 

combination of geography and British naval superiority made it difficult for the French navy 

to provide vital supplies and support to the colonies abroad. Likewise, several long borders 

made an effective home army essential for the French ruler. 

Given these military needs, the French government unsurprisingly based its strategy 

overwhelmingly on European armies. It was to keep most of its forces on the continent in 

hopes of winning near its homeland. The plan was to fight to the end of hostilities and then 

negotiate territorial acquisitions in Europe in treaty negotiations to recover possessions lost 

abroad (for example, in the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye (1632)). like). This approach 

did not work well for France during the war as colonies were actually lost.While much of 

Europe's warfare went well, France did little to make up for European successes by the end of 

the war. 

 

 

British raid on the French settlement of Miramichi (later called Burnt 

Church, New Brunswick), 1758 

The alliance sought to offset the resulting European disadvantage. By subsidizing the armies 

of its continental allies, Britain was able to harness London's enormous financial power 

militarily. In the Seven Years' War, Britain chose Frederick the Great of Prussia, then the 

most brilliant general and rising power in Central Europe at the time, as its chief partner, and 

paid Frederick a large subsidy for his campaign. This was accomplished with her Diplomatic 

Revolution of 1756, when Britain ended its long-standing alliance with Austria in favor of 

Prussia and sided with Austria. In contrast to France, Britain aggressively sought war within 

its colonies using naval power. The British pursued a dual strategy of blockading and 



bombarding enemy ports, as well as rapid troop movements by sea. They harassed enemy 

ships, attacked enemy colonies, and often took advantage of settlers from nearby British 

colonies. 

 

Russia and Austria were determined to weaken their new threat, Prussia, and Austria was 

anxious to regain Silesia, which had been defeated by Prussia in the War of the Austrian 

Succession. Along with France, Russia and Austria agreed in her 1756 mutual defense and 

attack on Prussia by Austria and Russia, with French assistance. 

Consequences 

 

Hostilities between Britain 

and France ended in 1763 

with the Treaty of Paris. 

The treaty included a series 

of complex land exchanges, 

the most important of 

which was the cession of 

Louisiana to Spain and the 

rest of New France to 

Britain. returned to France 

the islands of Saint Pierre 

and Miquelon, which had been ceded to Britain under the Treaty of Utrecht in 1714 to aid 

them. Faced with the choice of reclaiming either New France or the colonies of Guadeloupe 

and Martinique in the Caribbean, France chose the latter in order to retain these favorable 

sources of sugar, making Nouvelle France non-producing. truncated as expensive and costly 

territory. France also returned Menorca to Britain. Spain lost control of Florida to Britain, but 

gained from France the island of Orléans and all French territories west of the Mississippi 

River. The exchange was also suitable for the UK. Britain's West Indies already supplied a 

great deal of sugar, and with its acquisition of New France and Florida, it controlled all of 

North America east of the Mississippi. [citation needed] 

 

In India, Britain retained the Northern Sakar, but returned all French trading ports. However, 

the treaty required that the fortifications of these settlements be destroyed and never rebuilt, 

and that they could only maintain minimal garrisons and were of no value as military bases. 

The result, combined with the loss of French allies in Bengal and the surrender of Hyderabad 

to Britain, effectively ended French power in India, giving way to British hegemony and 

eventual control of the subcontinent.France The navy was paralyzed by the war.After an 

ambitious reconstruction plan in cooperation with Spain, France was able to challenge the 

British naval supremacy again. 

 

August 2009 Historical Reenactment of the Battle of Warburg, fought July 31, 1760 



Bute's agreement with France was milder than Pitt's. He hoped for a permanent peace with 

France, but feared that if he took too much, all of Europe would unite and become hostile to 

Britain. Not intending to make a lasting peace, Britain failed to gain the support of the 

European powers when France went to war with Britain during the American Revolutionary 

War. 

The French defeat prompted France to undertake major military reforms, with particular 

attention to artillery. The famous French artillery, prominent in the wars since the French 

Revolution, traces its origins to the military reforms that began in 1763. 

 

On February 15, 1763, the Treaty of Hubertusburg between Austria, Prussia and Saxony was 

signed in a hunting lodge between Dresden and Leipzig. Negotiations there began on 

December 31, 1762. In the case of Peter III, Friedrich was considering ceding East Prussia to 

Russia. He helped secure Saxony and eventually insisted on keeping Russia (which was 

actually no longer a belligerent) out of the negotiations. At the same time, he refused to flee 

Saxony until the electors had abandoned their claims for reparation. The Austrians wanted to 

retain at least Glatz, which they had actually recaptured, but Friedrich would not allow it. rice 

field. The only concession Prussia made to Austria was to agree to elect Archduke Joseph as 

Holy Roman Emperor. Saxony came out of the war weakened and bankrupt. Although 

Saxony lost no territory, it was essentially a battlefield between Prussia and Austria during the 

conflict, with many cities (including the capital Dresden) damaged by bombing and looting. 

 

Austria was unable to reconquer Silesia or achieve significant territorial gains. However, it 

prevented Prussia from invading parts of Saxony. More importantly, its military performance 

was far superior to that during the War of the Austrian Succession, which seemed to justify 

Maria Theresa's administrative and military reforms. The empire secured its place as a major 

player in the European system.Holy Roman Empire 

However, the continued existence of Prussia as a primary power and the growing prestige of 

its king and army hurt Austrian influence in Germany in the long run. 

 

Not only that, Austria now felt alienated from the new developments of the empire itself. 

Alongside the rise of Prussia, Augustus III was able to muster troops from Poland as well as 

Saxony, albeit to no avail. Bavaria's growing power and independence were also evident, 

allowing it to exert greater control over the deployment of its armed forces and to withdraw 

from the war voluntarily. Most important is the now warlike Hannover, which was personally 

ruled by King George III. It was united by Great Britain and amassed considerable power, 

even drawing Britain into future conflicts. This power dynamic was critical to the Empire's 

future and ensuing conflict. The war also proved that Maria Theresa's reforms were still 

insufficient to compete with Prussia. Unlike his opponents, the Austrians were nearly 

bankrupt by the end of the war, so he spent the next twenty years consolidating their control. 

 



Prussia has emerged from the war as a great power whose importance can no longer be 

contested. Frederick the Great's personal position was greatly strengthened as his debts to 

property (Russia's turnaround after Elizabeth's death) and British financial support were 

quickly forgotten, but his energy and military The memory of the genius lived on sharply. 

Although presented as a key moment in Prussia's rise to greatness, the war weakened Prussia. 

The Prussian land and people were devastated, but Frederick's massive land reforms and 

encouragement of immigration quickly resolved these problems. Unfortunately for Prussia, 

his army suffered heavy casualties (especially to his officer corps) and after the war Frederick 

could not afford to rebuild the Prussian army to its pre-war condition. In the War of the 

Bavarian Succession, Prussia fought poorly despite being personally led by Friedrich. During 

his war with France from 1792 to 1795, the Prussian army fought poorly against the French 

Revolution, and in 1806 the Prussian army was crushed by the French at the Battle of Jena. 

It was not until 1806 that the Prussian government implemented reforms to recover from the 

Jena disaster, and Prussian greatness was realized in the late 19th century. However, this had 

not yet happened, and from 1763 onwards various nations sent officers to Prussia to learn the 

secrets of Prussian military strength. After the Seven Years' War, Prussia became one of the 

most imitated powers in Europe. 

 

Russia, on the other hand, has made great and invisible gains from this war. The elimination 

of French influence in Poland. The first partition of Poland (1772) was supposed to be a 

Russian-Prussian deal with Austria only reluctantly involved and France simply ignored. 

Although the war ended in a draw, the performance of the Russian imperial army against 

Prussia increased Russia's reputation in European politics. American historian David Stone 

said that Russian soldiers were able to attack the Prussian army head-on, handle bloody 

volleys "without flinching", and make bloody volleys. once in war. The Russians defeated the 

Prussians several times in this war, but the Russians lacked the logistical capabilities 

necessary to track their victories with lasting gains. battlefield. The fact that the Russians, 

despite the often indifferent qualities of their generals, were able to defeat the armies of the 

"first class" European powers in battle at home improved Russia's standing in Europe. rice 

field. A lasting legacy of the war was that it alerted the Russians to their logistical weaknesses 

and led to a drastic reform of the supply department of the Imperial Russian Army. The 

supply system that allowed the Russians to advance into the Balkans during the war with the 

Ottomans in 1787–92, Marshal Alexander Suvorov to campaign effectively in Italy and 

Switzerland in 1798–99, and for the Russians to fight across Germany and France in 1813–14 

to take Paris was created directly in response to the logistic problems experienced by the 

Russians in the Seven Years' War. 

 

 

Map showing British territorial gains in North America following the Treaty of Paris in pink, 

and Spanish territorial gains after the Treaty of Fontainebleau in yellow 

The British government was close to bankruptcy, and Britain now faced the delicate task of 

pacifying its new French-Canadian subjects as well as the many American Indian tribes who 

had supported France. In 1763, Pontiac's War broke out as a group of Indian tribes in the 



Great Lakes region and the Northwest (the modern American Midwest) said to have been led 

by the Ottawa chief Pontiac (whose role as the leader of the confederation seems to have been 

exaggerated by the British), unhappy with the eclipse of French power, rebelled against 

British rule. The Indians had long established congenial and friendly relations with the French 

fur traders, and the Anglo-American fur traders who had replaced the French had engaged in 

business practices that enraged the Indians, who complained about being cheated when they 

sold their furs. Moreover, the Indians feared that with the coming of British rule might lead to 

white settlers displacing them off their land, whereas it was known that the French had only 

come as fur traders 

Pontiac's War was a major conflict in which the British temporarily lost control of the Great 

Lakes region of the northwest to the Indians. By mid-1763, the only British forts in the area 

were Fort Detroit (now Detroit, Michigan), Fort Niagara (now Youngstown, New York), and 

Fort Pitt (now Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania). and all the rest were lost to the Native Americans. 

Only the British victory at the Battle of Bushy Run prevented the complete collapse of British 

power in the Great Lakes region. Proclamation of King George III, whose 1763 law barring 

white settlers across the Appalachian Ridge was intended to appease the Indians, but the 

inhabitants were anxious to get their homeland. caused considerable outrage among the 13 

colonies of Similarly, the Quebec Act of 1774, intended to win the loyalty of French 

Canadians, also caused resentment among American settlers. Although the law protected 

Catholics and French, which infuriated the Americans, Quebec remained loyal to the British 

royal family and did not rebel during the American Revolution. We've done away with the 

"old system". After the war, British forces led by Lord Sandwich attempted to restore the 

system. However, after its astonishing success against a coalition of great powers, European 

powers such as Austria, the Dutch Republic, Sweden, Denmark-Norway, the Ottoman 

Empire, and Russia now saw Great Britain as a greater threat than France and joined. did not 

do it. The Prussians in 1762 were angered by what they saw as a betrayal of the British. As a 

result, when the American Revolutionary War devolved into a worldwide war from her 1778 

to her 1783, Britain faced a powerful coalition of European powers and had no significant 

allies. 


